The SIU Carbondale McNair Scholars Program helps students realize their full potential by providing enriching educational experiences for low-income, first generation college students and members of underrepresented groups in higher education. Beginning with a strong mentoring network, McNair scholars are fully supported and engaged in educational and professional development activities that lay the foundation for stellar research and academic skills.

Our McNair Scholars Program promotes academic excellence, success in graduate school, and the achievement of a PhD – confirming there is no such thing as too much ambition when it comes to educational goals.

Applications open Fall 2019

- ABOUT THE RONALD E. MCNAIR POSTBACCALAUREATE ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM
- ABOUT THE SIUC McNAIR SUMMER RESEARCH INSTITUTE (SRI)
- 2019 SRI SCHOLARS

JOIN US AS WE CELEBRATE!

New Scholars
- Amanda Lappin
- Gunnar
- Kaolin Freard
- Jacob Jerndt
- Joshua McCray
- Diamond Palmer
- Shanow Scott
- Maggie Schiller
- Jawain Valmetine

Prospective Scholars
Current Scholars
Past Participants
Mentors
Alumni
Publications
Additional Research Opportunities
Frequently Asked Questions
ELSAMP

Contact Us
McNair Scholars
Vaux Hall 147
Mail Code: 4715
1105 S. Normal Ave
Carbondale, IL 62901
618-453-4801 | F: 618-453-4896
mcnairedu@siu.edu

SIU MCNAIR LINKS
- McNair McNair Scholar Handbook
- McNair Five Wishes List
- Application
- Federal Income Eligibility Guidelines
- Program News & Updates
- SRI Assessments
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